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1.     SHARE OF THE INDUSTRIAL GROOP IN THE FIELD 0? ACTIVITIES 
CF HOUSEBUILDING 

Af  a part of mechanical wood-conversion industry the joinery 
industry of Finland   is a somewhat clear-cut industry» serving 
housebuilding production. 
It is by joinery industry that most of the following articles 
needed by housebuilding industry,  are delivered: 
• Windows 
• Boors (flush doors and panelled doors) 
• wooden storage units (kitchen equipments and wardrobes) 
.  Other wooden fixtures,  such as window benches «flights of 

stairs, banisters etc. 
. Certain wooden building components, such as glued beams, 

roof trusses,   light wooden partitions and so on. 

About 45 per cent of the wooden storage units  (kitchen equip- 
ments and wardrobes) are,   novi ver,  delivered by furniture 
industry as can be seen from the statistics of production 
(supplement 4)  and on the   other hand minor quantities of windows 
and doors,  as well as some wooden components are delivered by 
the prefabricated house industry. 
The current technique of housebuilding leaves its mark on the 
production of joinery industry.    Up to the beginning of the 
1960 s it was the traditional technique of housebuilding, as 
it is called,  consisting in building one house at a time,  that 
was predominant in Finland. 
Consequently the products were mostly delivered to the place 
of construction "in white" or at the very most (made) rot - 
restistingi  latching,  fitting,  and painting work were done in 
the place of construction. 

Thus, in away, manufacturing taking place in a factory was left 
at the stage of incompleted process  to be completed by others 
in the place  of contruction. 

Even the responsibility for the completed product used to fall 
on several parties. 

The requirements imposed on joinery industry by the industriali- 
sation of housebuilding are, however, different, because it is 



considered necessary to locate manufacturing process  in place« 
with the best  possibilities of making use  of the advantage  of 
methods    of manufacturing by which  time  and costa can be  saved. 
With regard to the products of joinery industry this at best 
means that úhey can be delivered L'-?om the factory completely 
ready to be installed in the place  of construction. 
On account of  this  trend of development  the contribution of 
joinery indas try to housebuilding industry as to materials and 
manufacturing process is  increasing, particularly,  because the 
manufacturers  attend to the installation of fully completed 
products. 
How  large is  the share of joinery industry articles  here? 
It varies from  9 to 15 per cent of the building costs depending 
on the stage  of completion. 

In case windows and doors are delivered ready to be  installed, 
that is to say,   latched and fitted in frames,  painted and gla- 
zed and the storage units latched and painted,  the share of 
these articles  of the actual cost of building amounts  to 15 per 
cent. 
Windows are always delivered hinged and latched ond very fre- 
quently painted.    Wooden storage units are also in most cases 
delivered with hinges and locks and painted.    It might be 
mentioned that  the share of ready-painted windows of the total 
production of  the whole coutry varied between 25 and 30 per cent 
in 1970. 
The painting capacity of the manufacturers will increase during 
the  year 1971   to cover more than 35 per cent of the deliveries 
of windows of  the whole country. 

Marketing products mostly takes place directly to building 
enterprise? to their building projects,   and annual contracts 
of delivery are also quite frequent. 

2.   STRUCTURE OF THE BRANCH 

Establishmeate.    The general idea about the furniture and joi- 
nery industries is conveyed in statistical supplement 1. 
Joinery industry (industrial group 2630) counted 22** establish- 
ments in 1968,   and manufacturing process is participated in by 
some 5 300 wage earners,    A considerable number of establishments 
are small in size,  with less than 10 wage earners.     (For thi8 
kind of information statistical supplement 2 is referred to) 
From the supp   jment mentionned above can be seen that the share 
of the gross  value of production of the establishments employing 
more than 30 wage earners,  increased 1963-^968 from 66 per cent 
to 74 per cent and that there has been further increase ever 
since. 
A trend of development towards major manufacturing units is 
thus to be found,  which is something    quite natural with regard 



to the industrialization of housebuilding and the growth of 
projects.     Neverthless minor establishments are still needed, 
because their elasticity in delivering orders of varying kind 
is superior to that of the major ones,   whose lines of manufac- 
ture meant  for producing reasonably large series  make  it un- 
profitable   for them to fit in minor special orders of delivery. 
From statistical supplement ? it can be seen how joinery indust- 
ry is spread over ttie different parts of the country. 
The group  of minor establishments mainly consists of private- 
owned and controlled ones,   whereas the middle-sized establish- 
ments  are  uainly privati» companies and the major ones either 
privali companies or co-operative companies.    There are also a 
few s tate-owned companies. 

Number of 
tion in pe._ 
industries. 

establishments,  personnel and gross value of produc- 
*r cents by owner in 19^7 among furniture and joinery 

Total Indi vi-Private State    Co-ope- Other      State 
duals      compa- compa- ratives corpo-    and 

nies      nies rations communes 
%              *            %            % %              #              % 

Owners            40 57 0,5 1,5 19 2,0 100 

Personnel      14,5 69,2 2,6 3,5 8,6 1,6 100 

Gross value 
of produc-    12,0 
tion 

72,2 2,5 5,0 7,0 1.3 100 

In a few cases major constructors doing large scale regional 
building, have found it useful to establish a joinery factory 
of their own, mostly in connection with their factory, turning 
out prefabricated structures. Of course, even these factories 
have to compete for the market in their own building projects, 
too and to be able to market their surplus production capacity 
somewhere else. 
The problem of surplus production capacity in joinery industry 
is going to be rather actual, even if not alarming to the extent 
as for instance in Sweden. According to the research "Trends in 
Finnish Industrial Policy in the 1970* s" by the Industrial Asso- 
ciation of Finland the share of furniture and joinery industries 
of all manufacturing amounted to 2,6 per cent tit the end of the 
1960«a. 

Since 1946 the annual rate of growth in production has been 
JiLper cent on Bn averaSe,  bu* has been a little slower since 
1954.    In the 1960*s, however the rate of growth was accelerated 
owing to the growth of export.     In the future a continuous growth 
of production at the annual rate of 5,6 per cent on an average 
can be expected. 



The contribution of work has shown an average  annual increase 
of 1,6 per cent during the postwar time,  but since 1954 2 per 
cent.    We cannot count on such a big increase  of contribution 
of work without risking the capability of competing.    According 
to estimations the rate of growth of the contribution of work ~ 
will not amount but approximately to 1   per cent annually.     j.n 
this case  the growth in productivity would be 4,S per cent  a 
year,  while   it has been a little lees than 4 per cent annually. 
The differences  in productivity of Finnish furniture and joine- 
ry industries are still too big in comparison to the other Scan- 
dinavian countries,   although the differences have considerably 
decreased since 1%5,   when they were,   if Finland is marked by 
100:  Sweden 1?0,   Norway 149,   and Denmark 14-2. 

5«   VOLUME.  SALES VALUE.  AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRODUCTION 

OF THE  JOTNERY   ÀBTTOT,ra 

The salos value of the production of doors,  windows,  wooden 
storage units,  and other fixtures,  amounted to about 200 million 
Finnish marks In 1969.    The share of the manufactures of the 
furniture factories of this sum was some 25 million Finnish 
marks, consisting mainly of wooden storage units and other fix- 
tures.    The most part of the volume of production comprising 
some 9b0 000 doors,  690 000 windows and 1  113 000 wooden sto- 
ra6« u?lts»   was marketed i« Finland.    The volume of export was 
about 6 per cent of the gross  value of production.    The volume 
or import of the articles stated above was fairly insignificant, 
having no essential importance as to the whole. 

The statistics about production are to be found in statistical 
supplement 4.—"~ ——  

*'   mE STRUCTURE OF THE PRODUCTION.   VALUE ADDED.   EFFECTIVENESS 
OF THE USE OF REAL PRODUCTION CAPACITY AND SOME OTHT.R g*fl. 
TUAL INFORMATION 

The structure of costs of production and value added in .joine- 
2«Ì"S      S C82 Ì? seen in the  tables 1-4 of statistical supple- 
st îhî. 4.Ï e ?t;tlatxcai figures in supplement 5,   table 1  show 
?fUf*        *    Ì a Î Ì?    Percentage of rawmaterials and half-comp- 
leted products of the gross value of production is 43,  that of 
auxiliary materials,   electric  energy,   repairs etc.  6,   that of 
Thì•!!! Va- WaSe8}b and that of the oth0r C08ts and profit 16. 
rage stai1^rn•f V^^l Show us furthermore that the  ave- 
f« L »      *.Zn Percentage of changing costs in the «roun    tint 
tSrÄ^^lV-T^f fVnd,r88" P«i^° -nu- 
anci bSsineoa "rSít i. 3íp¡r c^nt!        th* 3haíe °f f"ed Cost3 



Comparing statistical figures characteristic of furniture and 
Joinery industries vire given in tables 2 and 3 of statistical 
supplement 5. From them can be seen that value added per wor- 
king person varied in 1967 between G 473 and 14 426 marks. 
Value added in percentage of the gross value has increased from 
50,4 to 52,3 in 1965-67, and after salaries and wages have been 
taken off from 17,7 to 19,6. 
In factories deliveringttieir products highly completed the cor- 
responding percentages may be 56 and 24. 

The value of fixed capital per working person varied in 1967 
from 13 500 to 16 00C marks. 

The use of real technical capacity of joinery industry is of 
course dependent on conjunctures and total amount of orders of 
delivery. 

The use of the real technical capacity of joinery industry was 
some 80-85 per cent owing to high conjuncture. 

5, DEGREE OF STANDARDIZATION OF PRODUCTS AND THE CAPACITY AND 

RATIONALIZATION OF THE BRANCH 

The capacity of joinery industry, that is to say its possibility 
to produce and deliver highly finished articles needed in modern 
housebuilding punctually and at a reasonable cost largely depends 
on ths following facts. 

. Possibilities of turning out sufficiently large series 

. Standards and their degree of utilization from houseplanning 
to installation 

• Standards of products and especially their dimensioning basing 
on the international modular coordination of construction in- 
dustries. 

The effects of the size of a series 

On the basis of research done and by experience we know that 
a unit produced as"one unit series" may increase the cost of a 
wooden window nearly nine times bigger and the cost of a panel- 
led door six times bigger than a unit produced as a series of 
50-200 which represents the "normal" size of a series in the 
joinery industry. 

A manufacturer has to make large investments in fixed capital 
to be able to produce large series,and furthermore the large 
investments result in a considerable increase in the share of 
fixed costs. 

At the same time the production machinery tends to be inelastic 
so that taking up new models demands bigger costs than before. 
Thus this question involves that of marketing at the same time, 
for it is selfevident that the continuity of the demand must be 
ensured. As a concrete example it may be mentioned that two or 
three flush for factories really fully equipped and adjusted to 



making big scries are able  to satisfy    the demand of our in- 
land construction industry. 
Still,   ac you may have  found out; from what is stated above,   it- 
is due  to the  limited inland market   that,  at   leapt  the majori t.y 
of our ¿joinery  factories   are  obliged   to adjust the ir product i on 
machinery to variable production and  to content  themselves  ^iih 
manufacturing,   from  international  point   of  view, relatively  .snail 
series  for  the  inland market. 

There  are,   however,   means of avoiding the handicaps mentioned 
above  and these meaas have already been  tried with ¡juccesa: 
standardization,  specialization based on division of ^abour 
and specialization  of other kind,   and manufacturing o"    stan- 
dard producto  for   stocking up,  and  in this case  the series 
are bigger than those in normal orders  of delivery. 

Standardized products 
A standardized product is one of the main premises of rationali- 
zed production.    Thua it  has been necessary  to pay enough atten- 
tion to developing the standards of product  and measure,   limi- 
ting the choice of  types,and the utilization of standards. 
As to standards  of  size,   one  of the   important objects has been 
to make general coordinating size conform to the  whole,   that; is 
to say conform to the internationally accepted modular coordi- 
nation. 
As to the  standardization of constructive materials we  ought to 
bear in mind that national standardization does not necessarily 
imply    questions of outward appearance,   neither does it imply 
measures taken  towards the    uniformity in outward appearance. 
The main thing are  the questions of coordinating different parts 
that Í3 to say,  general coordinating sizes and waya of coordina- 
ting are the main object. 
Eve.a if it may sound rather odd, standardized products allow a 
wider range of variety compared to those that are not standar- 
dized. The reason for this is that once the coordinating sizes 
have been standardized, standardized products may help tc mul- 
tiply the scope of veriety and variations compared to those of 
the not standardized ones. 
Aa a concrete  example of this fact    it may be referred here to 
the National Standard of windows and the Set of Models introdu- 
ced in Finland in 1%8.     (A brief account of this with illustra- 
tions is to be  found in a supplement.) 

Considering the points of view  treated above  energetic measures 
have been taken by the Finnish Joinery Industry through its or- 
ganisation to achieve these aims    in close co-operation with 
the National Standardization Authorities of Construction. 
As a result from this co-operation    t can be realized that  the 
situation in joinery industry standards  is good,   because  after 
the revised size standard of doors  was published  in Nov.   l^f>9, 
the dimensioning of  all  joinery industry articles conforma   to 
the modular coordination  of construction industry. 
In consequence  of this  joinery industry    had to carry out   a 
radical revision of sets  of models  in  the years  1%8-?1,   wnich 
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m©ant considerable additional costs. Nevertheless, what has 
been gained hereby compensates for the sacrifices, especially 
because it has been possible to reduce the choice of procucts, 
whereas the possibilities of variations increase at the same 
time. Designers, constructors, and consumers also profit by 
this. 

Rationalization of the branch 

It was stated above that there cannot be any rationalization of 
production, unless there are well-adjusted standards of products. 
These facts are also the most essential premises of rationali- 
zation within the branch. Joinery industry as well as any ot- 
her branch of industry originating from craftsmanship like fona 
of production and sharing its pattern of thinking has consequent- 
ly been apt to stick to the tradition of predominantly multi- 
form manufacturing within one establishment. 

This has been the case in Finland, too, and is still to day to 
some extent. However, a considerable development to the better 
in the pattern of thinking as well as in practice has taken place. 

Since most of the production is based on standards and made uni- 
form in technical details, as for instance in latching etc., it 
has become possible for the establishments to specialize in few 
items, but inspite of this they have been able to offer a wide 
range of products by buying products or part of them from other 
establishments which are specialized in manufacturing them. 

6. CO-OPERATION BETWEEN ESTABLISHMENTS 

There is vertical-integratedco-operation between the establish- 
ments within the association of the branch, as well as horizon- 
tal-integrated co-operation betiueen the individual establish- 
ments . 

The association of the joinery industry acts as the connecting 
link between the establishments of the branch and as a common 
forum in questions of mutual interests, in matters of general 
development of the branch, and as to contacts to authorities and 
other corporations. 

This kind of working objects are among other things: 
. Developing customs of commerce and stipulation 
• Haying research done about the branch by research   institutes 
. Collecting and working up information and statistics about 

production, and market, and circulating this information among 
all the members 

• Attending to the standardization in co-operation with the Stan- 
dardization Authorities 

• Arranging different kinds of schooling occasions and conference 
on the special questions of the branch and even on other ques- 
tions, if necessary 

. The continual   informing of the members about all the matters 
concerning the group 

. Informing the circles of customers, the authorities, and the 
general public. 

i 



Co-operation in technical and commercial matters is taking 
place within to the forum  of the joinery association partici- 
pated in by the interests  of the main lines of production of 
the branch has proved to be  of great consequence. 
Furthermore  it has been apt to promote mutual confidence bet- 
ween the establishments. 
There are  three  of    such      interests;the window one,   the door 
one,   and the  fixture  one,   and it is  quite  voluntary to enter 
these within the association. 

Horizontal  large scale co-operation between the individual es- 
tablishments  is also to be  found.    One  of the most solid  forme 
of this co-operation is a marketing company attending to the 
marketing of the products  of those manufacturers that are its 
members. 
Technical work and developing work of other kind has also beer 
centralized in cases like this. 

•• 
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UNIDO SEMINAR, FINLAND, AUGUST 1971 

JOINERY      INDUSTRY 

Statistical supplement Nr 2 

Numeral distribution of establishes within joinery industry into si« groups 

according to the number of „age earners, the gross value of production in thousands 

of Ami* »arks in each size group as well as the share in per cents of the gross 
value of production. 

Number of 
wage earners 
in production 

Number of 
establishments 
in the group 
1965    1968 

The share of 
gross value 
1000 Fsk x; 

1965     '968 

The share of 
gross valu« in 
per cents 
1965   1968 

1-3 38 36 2.16O 2.085 1.8 1.4 
* - 5 47 55 4.099 7.188 3.4 4.8 
6-10 60 49 9,046 8.590 7.4 5.7 
11-20 44 34 14.198 12.440 11.6 8.3 
21-30 18 15 IO.898 9.305 8.9 6.2 
31-50 13 15 12.413 16.733 10.1 11.2 
51 - 70 4 8 6.882 16.107 5.6 10.8 
71 - 100 2 2 4.660 6.568 3.8 4.4 
100-200 7 5 18.909 13.O36 15.5 8.7 
201 - 500 3 5 38.572 57.460 31.6 38.4 

236 224 121.887 149.512 100.0 100.0 

x) 
1000 Fak *» 100 £ 
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CROSS VAU» OP PRODOCTIOä 1968 

INTO STATISTI CAI RBTIOIC 
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Statistical 

The voluae of the joinery products and their groae value in thousands of Fak and their 

distribution aaong joinery industry, furniture industry and "some others" 1969. 

Position 
and under-- 
position 

Description of 
goods 

Unit       Quan- 
tity 

Value      Thereof   nanufactured by: 
1000 Fak Join.   Furai-Wood.        "Others" 

ind.      ture     prefabr. 
ind.     house 

ind. 

44.23 Joinery products 

1001 Prefabr. wooden resi- 
dential houses 1000 m2 63 10170 187 9983 

1002 Other wooden houses M                i^ 9271 705 7867            699 

1003 Wooden houses in 
components 9361 2682 6658              21 

2000 Parketa 1000 m   179 3433 8 512    263          2650 
3001 Doors 1000 pi 957 48435 47937 42    299            157 
3002 Door f rsjMs "         617 12287 12148 16      18            105 
4001 Windows ••         726 43953 43455 35      32            331 
9000 Other joinery products 

as stationary fixtures 
(also forships), wooden 
building components 35989 20827 1723   11125          2314 

9JK02 
1001 Kitchen equiparate sad 

wardrobes (stationary) 1000 pi 1113 51946 

Thereof: 
EÖSS 

Doors, door frases 
and windows 104675 

Other joinery products 
(Stationary fixtures, 
wooden building compo- 
nents) 35989 

Kitchen equipments and 
wardrobes 51946 
Parkets 3^33 
Prefabricated wooden houses 
and houses in components 28802 

22495 23 

1000 Fa* = 100 t, 



'i^^qticaì supplement Nr S 
Table ï 

WWE AND CERTAIN COSTS  OD PRODUCTION  IN  1%7 wITHI[1 J0INEBÏ  „„„„„ 

1 
Ì ' • 

'¿. 

¡0. 

1 »-» 

! * 

1^. 

v-Jr 

11 * ) 

ib,: 

r¿U3:l»er of establishments 
kale3  value  of production on own 
account   (1000 Fmk) 
Irisóme  from repair work 
Income  from contract work 
Cross  value  of production 

^»materials and semifinished 

Containers 
Fuel    (purchased only) 
Purchased steam 
x/u Jrieante 

Other auxiliary materials and 
ceceanoriea 

Parchaaed electric power 
Repairs performed by other 
establishments 
Contract work by other establ. 
Potai raw materials etc.   (6.-14.) 
Val-ie  added 

Salaries  and wages,   total 
Salaries 
lieges   (total) 

Of which production workers 
Other costs 

Percentage  of 
gross value 

236 

142 347 
1 642 
2 172 

146 161 

62 998 

513 

893 
404 

138 

2 643 
3 208 

1 841 

3 064 
71 661 
7* 500 
51 373 
10 032 
41 341 
36 197 
23 127 

100 

43,1 

51,0 

35,1 
6,9 

28,3 
24,8 

15,9 

TaWe 5 

•îfnED 1965-1967 » »HO,. Of FMK A»B IH PERCENTAGE OF GROSS Ti»» 

I•    0N IN " mm'aMä *"" J0INEBÏ MDÜ8TBIES "» ra « "^ 

tirili ture and 

Total 
(The «hole ind. ) 

*%• AT ^mjaras: aa^r^ ? 
1965 1966 1967       salaries 

1965 1966 1%7 

129  142  166   50,4 51,152,3   17,7 18,3 19,6 

6 707 7 272 7 975   34,6 34,7 17,0  17,0 17,0 17,9 



tt-h» tri at leal supplement Nr 5 

Table  2 

INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY BY VAIAIE ADHD IH THE FUHSITURE AMD JOITOÏ 

INDUSTRIES 1967 

GROUPS BY 
VALUE ADDED 
SIZES 
FMK 

NUMBER 0? NUMBER OF 
ESTABLISH- WAGE EAR- 
MENT8 NERS 

Value added 
negativ 

0-4-9 000 82 

^0 000 - 
499 000 225 

500 000 - 
4 999 000 59 

5 000 000 - * 

326 

3 168 

5 145 

2 806 

VALUE 
ADDED 
1000 
FMK 

VALUE 
ADDED/ 
WORKING 
PERSON 

2 680 6 473 

37 669 10 354 

75 868 12 530 

49 755 14 426 

VALUE OF 
FIXED CAPITAL/ 
WORKING 
PERSON 

15 251 

9 002 

15 732 

13 525 

Table 4 

FIXED CAPITAL OF FURNITURE INDUSTRY AND JOINERY INDUSTRY 1967 

1000 FMK 

FACTORY, OFFICE, OTHER ^SSH 
ÎSD STORAGE CONSTRUC- ANI| OTHER 
BUILDINGS       TIONS    «g1«•* 

MOVABLES 

í  Furniture industry 56 1*8 

f     Joinery industry   56 309 25 

25 209 

40 477 

TOTAL 

81 357 

96 811 



Slvrp lernest Nr b 

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF THE MODULAR CO-ORDINATION    ON THE NATIONAL STANDARDS 
OF WINDOWS   IN FINLAND 

1. Sine« th« dimensioning is in accordane« with the modular co-ordination of house 

construction,the co-ordinating sisea are in whole multiples of the baaic modul 1 da 

(n x M) 
I. The overall frame widths are 10 t   2 mm smaller than th« respective co-ordinating el»««. 

(Th« gap between fraaes and the wall are 10 mo in all and th« tolerance of overall fra- 

me size + 2 oa>') 

3. The profiles of the Tamee and casements are in »11 types atright-lined and in «alii 

types of the   kind that th« glaes rebate sises in euteide and ineide-caeeawita «r« 

of the same. 

4. Th« dominating idea is the use of Mone~part windows '< the window* without mulliona, 

transoms and glaalng   bar») as basic units by outlining window shedul«« and by ••»»- 

factoring of windows too. That «my th« poesibiliti«« to différant variation* ara w«ry 

larg« and at l«a«t th« ram*«r of sizes in stock can be restricted. 

ac«tch 1   Diaenaioning ahodulo of th« inward opening window 

L- glaclng width      n«M   »5ft±i       - 

frame   vidth ox M -iota     — 

 co-ordinating simanKM     — 

Sketch 2. Fitting of 
a window door and a 
window tog«th«r. 

-9»M-  _;.. n»M 
I 

-A 

(9+«|»M 
 4 

acatan 3.   Horiwntal and w«rtioal section of th« inward-inward opanin« window   and 
th« mounting of"on« -part  window»"together 

-i— 

«•» com«oting atrip 

¿asi. 
||^ 






